
Preparing the upper trim and the neck  band 

 

June 4, 2009 by ambling 

 

This post is about a knitting technique that I used for the 

fichu Afternoon Break. The aim of this technique is to allow the 

continous knitting of two different sections from the same 

starting point, without picking up stitches there. Once y ou get 

the first few stitches done, you’ll find how easy it could be! 

Eventually the technique will save you some time and result in 

a smooth transition! (or at least I  hope you’ll think the same!)  

You can use this technique on both sides, and I am showing  it 

from the right side, because I spilt the neck band and the upper 

trim from the right side in Afternoon Break. Apart from the pair 

of needles you’re using, you’ll need two other spare needles, 

preferably of smaller sizes (they don’t have to be same size ), 

for seperating those stitches.  

1. 

 

This is the beginning of a right side row. I have 14 stitches on 

the needle (10 st st and 2 edge stitches on both sides).  

https://ambling.wordpress.com/author/ambling/
http://www.popknits.com/index.php/patterns/page/afternoon_break/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/ambling-lia/3578543520/


2. 

 

(RS) Simply knit back and front of each stitch (increase one 

each stitch). 28 stitches on the needle.  

3. 

 

(WS) Use the first spare needle to transfer the first stich on the 

left needle. The use the second spare needle to transfer the 

second stitch. To show this clearly, in the picture, I  put the first 

needle in front of the WS and the second needle behind it. The 

following picutres are for the purpose of showing the transfer 

step by step.  

http://www.flickr.com/photos/ambling-lia/3577740229/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/ambling-lia/3577740331/


4. 

 

Transfer the third stitch on the left needle to the first spare 

needle (front needle).  

5. 

 

Transfer the fourth stitch on the left needle to the second 

spare needle (back needle).  

6. 

 

Continue putting the odd-numbered onto the first spare needle 

and the even-numbered onto the second. This picture shows 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/ambling-lia/3578543844/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/ambling-lia/3578543930/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/ambling-lia/3577740551/


that I have transferred 8 stitches onto both needles: four onto 

each spare needles. At this point, you should feel at ease 

transferring stitches this way!  

7. 

 

After doing this the whole row, now you’ll have odd -numbered 

on the first spare/front needle and the even-numbered on the 

second spare/back needle, if seeing from the WS. The picture 

shows it from RS, so the first spare needle is on the back (the 

one with yarn tail).  If you don’t like the feeling of dangling 

needles, feel free to transfer the non-working row to a strand 

of waste yarn. Now you’re ready to continue the knitting of 

different session!  

  

http://www.flickr.com/photos/ambling-lia/3578544266/


 

8. 

 

This picture is just showing what it looks like if knitting the 

back session first– it will leave you with a row of live stitch in 

front of the piece. 

 

https://ambling.wordpress.com/2009/06/04/preparing -the-

upper-trim-and-the-neck-band/ 

 

https://ambling.wordpress.com/2009/06/04/preparing-the-upper-trim-and-the-neck-band/
https://ambling.wordpress.com/2009/06/04/preparing-the-upper-trim-and-the-neck-band/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/ambling-lia/3577740855/

